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ABSTRACT
Cable Television and the
Las Vegas Community:
A Study of Clark
County Vfewers
by
Jeannette Lynn Green Davies
Dr. Paul J. Traudt, Examination Committee Chair
Associate Professor and Coordinator o f Telecommunkatmn
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas
This study examined the current audfence for cable access television in one of the
festest growing maricets in the western United States. Based on the limited number of
studies revealing inconclusive audience attributes, unclear trends and viewing behaviors,
this study is an e^qiloratoiy venture. It continued the examination conducted by preceding
research literature regarding cable access and tried to uncover the relevance of variables
affecting cable access audiences. A telephone survey was administered to 500 respondents
and assessed awareness and vfewershq) of the local cable access channel; viewer sources
of information leading to access viewership satisfection with local cable access; and
demogr^hics. The study incorporated variables assessing the degree o f local community
involvement and made linkage to Diffesion o f Innovation Theory (Rogers, 1995) and how
it ^ lie d to the study based on the theory’s four critical elements including innovation,
communication, the social ^stem aixi cable access’ impact over time.

m
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CHAPTERl

INTRODUCTION

Cable access television is a medium often misunderstood by the general publk it
serves, hftiny people do not know cable access television exists and assume it is just
another form of Ixoadcasting (Bretz, 1975). Cable access television programming is
considered an alternative to traditional cable television (Briller, 1996). It is used by a
variety o f Americans, ftomthe Red Cross to the Girl Scouts, to produce and air
documentaries, reports by community activists, religious programming, gavel-to-gavel
coverage of local governmental meetings and other community-oriented programs.
Cable access television’s watchabflhy (Doty, 1975) has been and continues to be
constantly under attack fiom critics. These critics include some cable television operators
who VKWcable access channels as space that could be used to generate revenues through
advertising dollars instead of used for amateur programming. Doty (1975) suggests that
for public access television to serve its public, it needs not only citizen programmers, but
citizen viewers. “Unfortunate^, most Americans know little about access channels and
newsp^)ers disparage them as mgnofossional and httk-watched” (Brfller, 1996). This
perception can be attributed to cable access television’s non-commercial, community-
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oriented status as an “etectronic so^qibox” (p. 51) serving as a democratic medium for the
people.
Cable access channels are usually channels that have been reserved by local cable
operators for programmât by community members or organizations. There are two
different kinds o f access channels: 1) leased commercial access; and 2) nonrcommercial
access. Leased commercial access âicludes access channels leased by cable operators for
commercial programming. Nonrcommercial access includes channels typically operated
and programmed by public, educational or government (PEG) institutions. PEG channels
are usualfy free o f charge and are available on a non-discrnmnatory basis. They provkie
programming content that is controlled by the public and public institutions instead of
cable operators (Engelman, 1996). Community residents and organizations can use access
channels to present their non-commercial messages to viewers on PEG channels. Channel

time, equipment and training is typicalty provided to the public on a first-come, firstserved basis.
Difiusfon o f Innovatfon Theory
One of society’s most challenging struggles is with ideas that are difiüsed into
everyday life and become part of cultural change (Rogers, 1995). Despâe an individual or
group’s optimistic attitudes toward science and technology, there is a certain amount of
lag time before an innovation is widefy accepted into society. Difibsion of Innovation
Theory can be applied to this stucfy of cable access television in Las Vegas.
Four critical elements are key to the Difibsion o f Innovation Theory: the
umovatfon; its communication from one nxlividual to another; the social tystem; and the
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innovation’s impact over time. Rogers (1995) defines innovation as an klea that an
individual perceives to be new (p.l 1). The newness o f the innovation determines a
person’s reactfon to it Innovations range fix>m social movements, such as clothk% styles
to technical and organizational kmovatmns, such as cable access channels.
The second etement is communication fiom one individual to another through the
dififiismn process. Difibsion is how an innovation spreads fiom its inception to adoption.
Human interaction by word o f mouth fiom one individual to another is one of the primary

nneang by whkh the new idea is communicated (Rogers, 1995). The author defines a social
tystem as a population o f individuals who are trying to solve a problem together. Each
member o f the group can be distinguished as an individual but participates as part o f the
group because they have a common problem to solve.
There are two social tystems in tins particular stwfy. First, there is the social
tystem o f individuals vAso constitute cable access in this community. Second, and most
pertinent to the current study, is the social system made up of individuals who watch cable
access television in Las Vegas, Nevada.
Adoption of a new idea witfain a social system is an indivkiual choice, often
infiuenced by a group, or a group decisiorL An individual may choose to adopt an
innovation on their own despite what the others in the groiq> decide. In group decisions, it
often takes the entire community to adopt the new idea before individual adoption is
possible. A groiq)’s decision to adopt a new idea imposes acceptance of that idea onto
those individuals within the group viio oppose the idea (Rogers, 1995).
There are five stages o f the adoptfon process in Difibsion of Innovation Theory.
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These aie awareness, interest, evaluation, trial and adoption (Rogers, 1995). Individuals
within a social system fit into one o f five adopter categories including: innovators; early
adopters; early majority; late majority; and laggards.
EKfhision of Innovation Theory is applicable to this study of cable access
television. The innovation or new idea is cable access televisioiL The current study
examines how cable access televisk>n is communicated from one individual to another
within its two social tystems including, individuals who constitute cable access in the
community and those Wx) are actual viewers. Cable access television’s inqiact on Clark
County residents is also measured.
Example Applications of DifiSision of Innovation Theory
LaBarbera and Redtfy (1987) also used Difibsion o f Innovation Theory to examine
pltysician resistance to the adoption of advertising. Advertising was introduced as an
innovative klea for plqfsicians to adopt as part o f their practice. The authors compared the
attitudes o f dermatologists and plastic surgeons about advertisn% their professional
services. Questionnaires were mailed to dermatologists and plastic surgeons. The results
demonstrated a resistance to adopting advertising by both groiqis o f physicians. Pltysicians
\riio stated that the costs of not usii% advertisii% could be high were likefy to advertise.
Both groups are concerned about conqjetition.
Dermatologists believed that advertising thefr services inq)roved patient care
quality. Plastic surgeons believed advertising could cause gimmickry and negative public
im%e o f the medical professioiL The authors found that despite the physicians’ skeptical
attitudes toward advertising, consumers frivored advertking among pttysknans to increase
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competition (p.44).
Of the five adopter categorks, both the dermatologists and plastic surgeons would
be considered laggards, among the last to adopt the idea of advertising, in comparison to
other types of pttysicians and other professions. These pltysicians followed the Difibsion of
Innovation Theory stages of the adoption process. Each group of physicians first became
aware of advertising, but the possibility o f advertising their professional services did not
occur to most American Medical Association (AMA) member physicians until after 1977
ufoen the AMA lifted its code of ethics ban on physician advertising (p. 43). The ban was a
self-regulated measure to protect consumers and to deter misrepresentation among
physicians. In this study, the dermatologists were the most likefy to continue through the
evaluation, trial and eventual^ the adoption of advertising their services vdiik the plastic
surgeons were still not convinced that adoption of advertising would be jq)propriate for
their professioiL
Pandey and Yadama (1992) used Diffesion of Innovation Theory to explore a
comimmity development program in Nepal designed to introduce new technology to the
rural poor and heÿ improve then way of life. Ingnoved cookstoves were distributed to 28
villages free of charge to ease the demand for wood fbel fiom the country’s depleting
forests. The program feced social, cultural and economic barriers to adoption of the
cookstoves. The authors found that cultural conqxitibility and relative advantage are major
fectors for adoption of a new technology. They also discovered that the degree of a new
technology’s conçkxity was not enough reason not to adopt it. An innovation’s
characteristics impact an individual’s decision vdiether or not to adopt the innovatioiL In
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this case, Nepal resklents rejected the inqnoved cookstoves following the trial stage o f the
difibsion of innovation process. The program was successfiil in distributing the stoves to a
large number o f people, but was not successfiil in promoting usage of the cookstoves on a
long-term bask (p. 583).
Darky and Beniger (1981) suggested that an individual’s decision to adopt energysaving techniques is an exanqik o f the deckion to adopt an irmovatioiL T h ^ discovered
that an indivkiual’s kkas of an imwvation’s characteristics impact their decisfon to adopt
the innovation.
Low-cost loans and pubfic service advertkn% are two methods that were used to
convince peopk to conserve energy. The authors recommended that a better iqiproach
would be the difibsion of energy conservation information through personal networks.
Thfty believed adoptkm decisions about energy conservation are influenced by barriers
mchiding, uncertainty that the recommended energy-saving innovations will he%) save
energy and money. Another barrier k that many users thought they were unable to install
the devices and therefore could not see that the innovations actually do he%> conserve
energy. To eliminate these barriers the authors suggested a change agent, referred to as a
house doctor, to heÿ homeowners install enagy-saving innovations m their homes and at
the same time difibse information about energy conservation. The homeowners vdio
installed the innovations first would be the innovators and their homes would serve as
modek to get the word out to their femity and fiknds who would be possibk second-stage
innovators. Energy conserving innovations would be difibsed through their social
networks and peopk Wxo normal^ wouldn’t consider the innovations would be part o f
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the energy-conservation efifort.
Cable Access: An Overview
The current study incorporates Difibsion of Innovation Theory to study the
audience for cable access television in Las Vegas, Nevada. The theory and previous
studies cited wiH provide general guidelines for posing research questions and interpreting
results from survey data.
The idea of cable access television evolved from a series o f federal communication
laws that developed earlier in the century mandating American airwaves as valuable
resources belonging to all people. Broadcasters who received the first licenses to
koadcast on American radk>, and later television airwaves, were granted with an
agreement to serve in the public’s best interest (Teeter & Le Duc, 1995).
Cable television was original^ introduced in America during the 1940s to provide
greater reception to rural areas. Twenty years later, during the 1960s, numerous fectors
contributed to the surge o f cable access channels on American cable systems. Socfety’s cry
for freedom of expression for all people was one significant fector for the surge. Freedom
o f expression in evolvii% television media was a direct outgrowth o f the 1960's vfoen
social change altered attitudes toward communication and the right to not onfy e^qiress but
be heard by a mass of people (Blau, 1993).
Barron (1972) believed that public access to the media was an mq>lied right under
the First Amendment. He was also convinced that the public’s voice was not being heard
and that access television was the only public form of «q)ression for many communities.
Another fector was the demand for cable television in urban areas to provide viewers with
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more programming choices. By the early 1970s, improvements in portable video
equipment and taping made it possible for the general publk to become more involved in
video production at cable access stations throughout the country and to create their own
programming.
In 1972, Federal Communication Commission regulatfons required cable systems
in the 100 largest markets in the country to provide separate channels free for public,
educational, and government accesses. These channels came to be known as public access
channels or Public, Educatfonal and Governmental (PEG) Access (Baldwin & McVoy,
1988). The 1972 mandate evolved based on vkwers’ frustrations that broadcasters were
not adequate^ provkln% a local voice for public citizens, the government and educational
systems based on their programming content. At the time, the majority of programming
was controlled by the cable operators and the general public had little direct iiq>ut
regarding content. The manHate also restricted cable providers from censoring information
on public access channels.
The 1972 requirement was struck down in federal court by 1979 in the case of
FCC v. MidwesL 440 U.S. 689 (1979), when the U.S. Supreme Court determined that the
FCC could not require cable tystems to offer publk: access channels. Engleman (1996)
believed this ruling forced many public access television channels to request assistance
from state and local governments.
The Cable Communications Act of 1984 (98 Stat. 2779, P.L. 98-549) outlined the
boundaries for today’s relationshq) between cable providers and the public by addressing
both commercial and community concerns. The Act reinforced the FCC v. Midwest.
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supra, decision that no longer required cable operators to offer space for public access. At
the same time, the 1984 ruling did force cable operators to devote some space to
community access on a leased basis and accept requests for PEG access. Actual carriage
of these channels continued to be negotiable between local government, serving as
franchise authorities, and the cable operators.
While the 1984 act stated “A franchise authority may establish requirements in a
franchise with respect to designation or use o f channel c£q>acity for public, education or
government use” (Baldwin & McVoy, 1988), the trend in offering cable access channels
had already been established historical]^ in some frtuKhise agreements and city ordinances
across the country. Atkin and LaRose (1991) credit the 1984 act for leading cable
operators to lessen their commitment to PEG access. Usually located in college towns or
larger tefevision markets, about one in four cable tystems now offer cable access television
to subscribers today in the United States (Agostino & Eastman, 1989).
In 1990, at least 100 million Americans were served by cable television and in
marty American communities subscriptions to cable television surpassed the number of
subscrqitions to the daily newspaper. America’s reliance on cable television for
information pronq)ts a responsibility on the community’s behalf to offer cable access in
order to provkie a community outlet for local wws and information. Cable television’s
many channels and choices o f programming have changed the way Americans watch
televisiotL Viewers are no longer loyal to network television with cable’s array o f choices
selected with a flick o f the remote control (Nicholson, 1990).
By 1993, over 60 percent of American homes received television by cable with
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access to *q;proximately SO channels including specialized programmât (Nicholson,
1990). In 1996, there were an estimated 4,800 PEG channels in the Unâed States (Brfller,
1996). Yet, after three decades of survival, public, educatfonal and government cable
access television continues to conflict with cable operators

object to government

mandates to furnish fecflâies and access. The ftiture survival rate o f these channels is
predicted at 15% of all U.S. cable systems (Auftierheide, 1994, Atkin & LaRose, 1991).
lEstory of Clark County and Prime Cable Franchise Agreement
Prime Community Cable Television, a Nevada corporation, has provided cable
service to the Las Vegas metropolitan area since the late 1970's. Under a management
agreement with Prime Management Group o f Austin, Texas, Cable Tefevision now doâig
busâiess as Prime Cable, operates as part of a Las Vegas femify’s media holdings.
In the Las Vegas metropolitan area. Prime Cable is franchised by five different
jurisdictions âicluding: Clark County and the cities of Las Vegas; North Las Vegas;
Henderson; and Boulder City. These franchises, negotiated during the late 70s and earty
80s, occurred during a time o f significant investment âi the cable television construction in
the Unfted States that was influenced by the development of satellhe delivered
programmâig services, such as HBO (Traâwr, personal communication, January 14,
1997). These new services added to the consumers’ needs for deployment o f cable
technology ni urban America.
The franchise inception and e>q}iration dates include; Las Vegas, December 5,
1979, equation, December 5,1999; North Las Vegas, November 5, 1980, expiration,
November 5,2000; Clark County, July 21, 1981, expiration, July 21,2001; Henderson,
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Ai^[ust 13,1981, «q)iratk)n, August 13, 2001; and Boulder City, February 7, 1984,
expiration, February 7,2004. Of the five jurisdictions, onty two, Claric County and
Boulder City negotiated for access channels as part of their franchise agreement. The
Henderson agreement established joint participation on Cbrk County’s channel wfoen it
became available.
Although the Cabk Act of 1984, siqna, could not be used to amend existing
franchises, local governments across the country began to evaluate then existing policies
to comply with the new direction of the fodoal law. In response to this new federal law,
changes were adopted by local governments in Southern Nevada in the 1980s to bring
local codes in line with federal mandates. Based on the Act, local municÿalities in
Southern Nevada now require the provision o f at least one each of PEG access channels in
a franchise. These provisions have not yet been realized in local franchises.
Based on the access concept, the City of Las Vegas and Clark County made
arrangements with Prime Cable to provide coverage of government meetings. Uixier Clark
County’s agreement with Prime Cable, Prime arranged to have the University o f Nevada
Las Vegas (UNLV) videotape the meeting s of the Clark County Board of County
Commissioners. Board meetings were replayed on UNLV-TV, Prime’s Channel 4, made
available for university programming. In addition, the City of Las Vegas contracted
directly with UNLV to v id e o t^ and replay their council meetings and to provide a
weekty live news magazine program, programming also aired on UNLV-TV.
In 1995, Clark County renewed its interest in developing additional government
access channel programming. The county had never insisted on the frill activation o f its
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government access channel or had received the studfo and production support under the
terms of its franchise agreement (Trainor, personal communication, January 14,1997). In
February 1995, an agreement was signed between Prime Cable and Clark County stating
that the county would share the channel Prime provkied for UNLV-TV. Under additional
terms of the %reement. Prime provided zqtproximatety $120,000 of video production
equqmaent to the county in Ifeu o f the studio and technical persoimel called for in the 1981
franchise agreement (Trainor, personal communication, January 14,1997).
The shared-use agreement was continued for a second year in 1996. During this
time, five different sources were providing programming to this channel. Prime Cable
offered CSPAN-2, which it preempted to make time available for programming from
UNLV-TV, based on their contract from the City of Las Vegas and Clark County. Under
its own agreement with the Clark County School District, Prime also preenqited CSPAN2 for Homeworic Hotline. Section 20 o f the Clark County antenna television (CATV)
franchise requires at least one channel and a studio and staf^ Upon commencement of
service, CATV agreed to provide one local orientation channel and necessary studio,
equqnnent and technical personnel available to the county for lawful programming at no
charge. IL during the term of this franchise, there is a need for more than one
governmental channel, CATV agreed to provide such additional channel or channels to the
county for governmental programming at no charge to the county (Trainor, personal
communication, January 14,1997).
Also in 1996, Clark County sought frill activation of the government access
channel as part of the original franchise agreement. The county sought to gain greater
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control regarding the timing and scheduling o f programming and technkal operations of
the channel requested Prime find a new channel for CSPAN-2. Claric County did not seek
additional equipment, fecihties or personnel Through an inter-local agreement between
the five jurisdictfons served Ity Prime, whfob was approved by the Clark County Board of
County Commissioners in 1997, each jurisdiction can receive time from the county on the
county government access channel and the county continues
to make time available for UNLV-TV programming.
Controlling interest of the tystem was sold to Cox Communicatfons Inc., a leading
muhqile system operator, in Msty 1998 for $1.3 billion. A new master franchise agreement
for Claric County, Las Vegas, Henderson, North Las Vegas and Boukier City will replace
the existing separate franchise agreements and will include customer service requirements
for the first time.
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CHAPTER!

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Scholarty literature on PEG is abundant with criticism suggesting that PEG has not
been given a feir chance to thrive and feces difScult times ahead operating in the everchanging electronk media market Cable operators across the country are discussing the
possibility of telephone conqianies and program suppliers becoming activety involved in a
union o f technology and programming with their industry. Based on this conflict and its
noiKx>mmercial status, surveys of public access television audiences were not routine^
conducted in the earty years of public access television unless the surveys were fended by
private organizations. Cable providers concentrated on audience s u r v ^ o f commercial
cable channels since these studies provided valuable information used to sell advertising
dollars. The few studies that were conducted are outlined m chronological order to
provide a historical overview of cable access audiences.
One o f the earliest studies came two years after the FCC initial^ required cable
systems to provide public access television channels. In 1974, the Indiana University
Department of Telecommunications and Video Access Center (VAC) in Columbus,
Indiana embarked on a two-phase study to evaluate the VAC’s progress, future and to

14
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compare it with other cable access outfets in the country (Johnson, Agostino, and
Ksobiech, 1974). Researchers took into account the trends, issues and problems that
public access channels were feeing in the mid-seventies and related them to Columbus,
Indiana.
Survey data were gathered from subscribers through telephone interviews, 200
randomfy selected households television viewing diaries and 150 detailed questionnaire
intervkws. The viewing diary results showed onty 5% o f the viewers indicated they
watched the community access station during the viewing period. Demogr^hic
assessments were not possible based on the small sub-sample. The results also revealed
that VAC’s fecilitks were superior in terms of stafl equipment, hours and fending
compared to public access centers in larger maricets. VAC’s audience was minimal and
undifferentiated. It was determined that VAC was not intended for mass appeal
programming needs. VAC’s future growth was dependent on generating community
support.
In the second phase, Johnson et aL (1974) conducted a quantitative anafysis of
viewers in Columbus based on 200 telephone interviews to access their attitudes about
television, cable access television and the reaction of Columbus viewers to VAC. The
results show nearly 80% of the subscribers knew about their access channel and 45% said
they had watched cable access programming.
Hardenbergh’s (1986) study o f four public access channels on cable television in
Connecticut examined the audience, organization and content o f each channel during a
one week period to determine whether public access can be categorized and function as a
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medium of small audience communication. Informatfon was collected by interviewing
producers from each of the four channels, observing each channel’s programming content
and Ity surveying the audience. Hardenbergh (1986) conducted a telephone survey of the
four access channels serving seven neighbormg towns. The results o f more than 268
surveys concluded half ofthe partkqxmts had watched public access programming, but
the other half rarefy watched their focal public access channeL It also revealed that cable
television can serve as a source of both .small audfonce and mass communication.
In addition, audfences reflected they wanted to vfow non-traditfonal program content and
they were also homogeneous based on geographical areas.
Porter and Banks (1988) measured awareness of and how viewers in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin perceived public access televkfon. The authors predicted that viewers with
availability to public access were more aware and that awareness increased with greater
e?qx>sure. A telephone survey o f226 randomfy selected households revealed that 51% of
households were aware of puWic television. Participants vfoo lived in cities where cable
was available for a long period of time were more aware of public access than participants
in areas >^iere cable was feirfy new. Particqiants who had completed higher education had
a greater awareness of public access. Gender or age proved not to be a fector in degrees
of awareness.
Atkin and LaRose (1991) surv^ed 100 cable subscribers selected from various
regional areas of the United States drawing more than 1,300 reqwnses regarding
viewership and satisfection. The results concluded that almost 60% of all homes receiving
cable had access to at least one community access channel and 16% of viewers stated they
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had watched an access during the week of the survey. More than 25% were satisfied with
the programming content found on these access channels and 20% were not satisfied.
Viewership demographics revealed that gender was not a foctor. Persons age 65 and older
watched more television that other age groups and people with more education watched
more community access television. Community access station KACT-TV in Aurora,
Colorado surveyed its viewers in 1994 by mailing more than 51,000 surveys to households
along with the cable company’s monthly bilL Of the nearly 2,000 surveys that were
returned, 70% of the viewers indicated they had watched the Aurora’s community access
channel at least once a month. Local news and public afBtirs programming was watched
the most and 74% of these households included one or more persons who voted in local
elections (KACT-TV, 1994).
In another survey, Etrok Telecommunications (1995) was contracted by the City
o f Santa Barbara, California to gauge the attitudes and opinions about the city’s
government access channel, ChyTV. Based on 384 telephone interviews, the results
showed 40% of cable subscribers were familiar with the channel and could name it.
Another 40% o f those surveyed indicated they watched the government access channel
once a month.
Summary of Previous Research
The few studies that examined cabfe access audiences’ awareness and viewership
patterns in community or public access television, including one government access
channel, revealed scattered trends. At the same time, these studies provide valuable
information about audiences during the past 20 years to gukle further research. Audience
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awareness and viewership patterns were not consistent among cable systems in markets
across the country. Awareness of cable among the viewers ranged from less than half to
nearly three-fourths and viewersh^ measured from 5% to more than 70%. Demogrtqihics
suggest cable access viewers prefer programma^ about community and public affeirs,
viewers with higher education tend to watch access programming. Overall, the small
sample sizes in these audiences s u rv ^ make anafysis of indivkiual viewer traits a
challenge.
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CHAPTERS

METHODOLOGY

The purpose ofthis study is to examine the current audience for cable access
television in one of the fostest grown% markets in the western United States. Based on
the limited number of studks revealing inconclusive audience attributes, unclear trends and
viewir% behaviors, this study is an ejqjloratoiy venture.
This study continues the examination previous^ conducted and reported in tte
pertinent research literature regarding cable access and tries to uncover the relevance of
variables affecting cable access audiences. These variables include: awareness and
viewershÿ of the local cable access channel: viewer sources of information leading to
access viewership satisfection with local cable access; and demographics. The stwfy also
incorporated variables assessing degree o f local community involvement. It made linkages
to the Difiusion of Innovation Theory (Rogers, 1995) and how it applies to the study
based on the theory’s four critical elements including an hmovatfon, communication
between individuals, the social system and its impact over time.
Cable market analyzed. The current study analyzed the Las Vegas metropolitan
area, including the cities o f Las Vegas, North Las Vegas and Henderson.

19
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Sampling. The sample scope included households served ly the area cable system.

Survey sanpling Inc., a commercial survey-research firm, determined telephone prefixes
for the Las Vegas metropolitan area aixi eliminated prefixes outside the coverage area. A
starting survey sanple o f 3,500 was generated on the following criteria: the estimated
percentage of households in the survey area, estimated survey sensitivity and rejection rate
after making contact with a potCTtial respondent Surv^r Sanq)ling Inc., eliminated
disconnected telephone numbers, vdiich cut the starting sangle Ri%e to 3,039. A pre
determined sample size o f 500 interviews was agreed upon to provide a suitable number of
sub-sanple access viewers. This size was also determined based on the percent^e of
viewers used in earlier studies. A total o f 2 ,5 6 2 telephone calls were made between June 6
and June 2 0 ,1 9 9 7 , by four graduate students trained in survey administration techniques
for this particular study. A total o f 500 intervfows were conpleted. Each telephone
number was called not more than three times.
Questionnaire. A three-page intervkwer-administered survey was developed for

the survey. (See ^pendix I). It was divided into five sections: introductory qualifiers
recording the participant’s age, number o f working household television sets, cable or
non-cable status, cable provider for subscribers; sources of information used to decide
what to watch on television; status of access viewershp, access programming choices and
demographics. Ordinal-type scales were used in some sections to best accommodate
telephone interviewing. The ofBce of the manager of regional telecommunications for
Clark County, Las Vegas and the director o f UNLV-TV assisted with the survey design.
A preliminary survey draft was used to conduct a telephone survey pretest o f 40
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partkpants, wfakh included peopk vdw were known viewers o f the access channeL
Anatysis Plan
The data generated from this survey will be largety nominal and ordinal in nature,
with onfy two variables representing interval data. The primary dependent variable will be
viewers and non viewers o f Prime Cabk’s Channel 4, the Clark County Government
Access Channel/UNLV-TV. The anatysis plan wiH proceed from descrptions o f nominal
and ordinal data characterizing the larger group of individuals responding to the survey as
well as descriptkns o f publk access viewers. Two-group tests wiH also be incorporated to
test differences between the two groips generated from the primary dependent variable
classifying whether or not a respondent vkws access programming. Chi Square statistical
anafysis will be incorporated for these two-group tests as the primary dependent variabk
represents ordinal data. Anafysis incorporating t-test statistics will be used in the case of
the two interval-data.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

Overview: Cable Viewershp
Results show that 76.3% o f respondents subscribe to cable television in Clark
County, Nevada with 72.4% of all cable television subscribers receiving their service from
Prime Cable. Thirty-four percent o f respondents have at least two television sets. This
percentage is approximately 10 percent higher than penetration figures provided by
Nielsen Media Research and can be attributed to exclusive sampling of households with
telephone prefixes served by Prime Cable, Inc. When asked to provide an overall rating of
their cable provider, 51.3% answered good and 12.2% answered excellent. In addition,
29.2% said their provider was fiiir and 6.3% said poor.
Television Viewershp Profiles
The average number o f televisions sets per household was 2.8. Respondents were
read a list of sources they might use to decide vdiat to watch on television. A Sunday
newsp^)er television guide was sometimes or always used by 42.8% of the respondents,
Wiile 40.6 said they never used the Sunday guxie. A local newspaper program listing was
22
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never or rarely used by 83.2% of the respondents.
Only 15.6% of respondents said they sometimes or always used TV Guide
magazine, while 49.4% sometimes or always used Prime Cable’s viewing guide.
Just turning on the TV set and seeing Miat was on was sometimes or always a source for
78.2% of the respondents. The monthfy cable guide was sometimes or always used by
49.4% of vkwers. Most viewers, 83.2%, said tbqr sometimes or a tw ^ just know what is
on at certain times o f the day. Many viewers, 60.6%, said they never or rarely relied on
ÊunQy or friends to find out what to watch on television.
Of those respondents

were surveyed, 29.9%, were between the ages of 35-49

and 55.7% of all respondents were females. More than half o f both the men and women,
53.2%, have lived in Clark County for ten years or less, with 78.4% stating it was unlikely
that they would move fix>m the area within the next one to two years. The majority of
reqxrndents, 68.9%, owned their current residence, vdiile 31.1% rented. Additionally,
60.6% of respondents completed high school and some college.
All respondents indicated that they sometimes or always voted in local elections.
Onfy 17.4% said they sometimes or always get involved in local politics. Nearfy half of the
respondents, 49%, keep up with current events in the community and 38.6% sometimes or
always saki they do community volunteer work. More than 66% of repondents pay
attention to local television news stories about the community and 78.8% said they
sometimes or a h v ^ read articles in the newqxper dealing with community issues.
Results also showed that access viewers had lived in Clark County about two years longer
than non-viewers.
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Channel 4 Access Vkwers and Non Viewers
More than one quarter o f all respondents, 28%, remembered watching
programming or programs on the local cable access Channel 4 with aided or unaided recall
from the interviewer. When aided, another 8% of aU respondents remembered watching
programming or programs. The two groips combined into one group to form a groip of
respondents who had watched access programming, or 36% o f all repondents. The
responses ofthis overall group were conpaied to respondents who said they did not
remember watching programming or programs on cable. A variety o f key variables were
examined. Chi square was used in most instances since the independent variable was
nominal and nx>st of the dependent variabks were ordinal A test of means was used with
two variables comprised of interval data.

Demographics
There were significant differences among viewers and non-viewers in terms of age
X^(4, N=499) = 11.41, p< .05. Repondents between the ages of 18 to 24 years of age
were less likely to watch access television. There were no significant differences between
viewers and non- viewers regarding gender or educational level The difference
pproached significance in a test o f means that revealed access viewers tended to live in
Clark County about two years longer than non viewers. Yet, respondents who said they
were hkefy to move out of the Las V%as area within the next one to two years were not
as often access viewers )f(2 , N=500) = 16.91, p< .001. Respondents who stated they
were someMmt Hkefy to move out o f Las Vegas were often access viewers.
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There was no significant difference between access viewers and non-viewers in the
type of housing. Viewershp was not inpacted by whether the respondents lived in a
house, apartment or condominium or mobile home. The difference between viewers and
non-viewers regarding renters and owners approached significance with renters more
often being non access viewers.
Community Particpation
Based on the results from the review of literature for this study, it is suggested that
the extent of a person’s commitment to the community can be an indicator of local caMe
access program viewing. There was a difference in how often viewers and non-viewers
voted in local elections X^(3, N=500) = 10.32, p< .05. Viewers of access were more Hkefy
to vote in local elections and nonrviewers were more likefy to rarely or never vote. In
terms of involvement in local politics, access viewers were more likely to get involved
than non-viewers X^(3, N=500) = 13.14, p<.05.
The survey included a series of questions intended to determine the respondent’s
awareness of community news and events. There was a signi&ant difference among
access viewers and non-viewers and the degree that they monitor community current
events X^(3, N=500) = 10.97, p<.05. Ttere were more non-viewers who indicated that
they rarely or never kept up with current events conpared to access viewers. No
differences were found between the two groups o f respondents regarding their degree of
paying attention to stories about the community on the local television news or in their
readershp of stories in the local newsppers. Results regarding respondents’ tendency to
volunteer in the community suggested that there is a possibility of differences among
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viewers and non-viewers. More non-viewers indicated that they were unlikefy to
volunteer, but the difference was not s^nificant.

Cable Access Viewers-Program Preferences
Access viewers indicated that they had developed programming preferences
through regular viewing. Local governmental meetings including, the Las Vegas City
Council and the Board of County Commissioners meetings, were watched most often. Of
all access viewers, 48.3%, said they sometimes or always watch taped coverage o f the city
council meetings and 40.7% of all access viewers said they sometimes or always watch
coverage of the board o f county commissioners meetings. The mayor’s live call-in show
was sometimes or always viewed Ity 20.9% o f access viewers. Local government news
magazine shows were sometimes or always watched by 39.6% of access viewers.
Other programming categories were watched among smaller percentages o f access
viewers. Programs produced by UNLV were sometimes or always watched by 24.1% of
access viewers. The Clark County Public School District’s Homework Hotline was
sometimes or always watched by 19.2% of access viewers. Shows about Las Vegas’
McCarren International Airport were sometimes or always viewed by 17.0% of access
viewers.
A majority of all access viewers, 90.1%, felt this type of access programming on
Prime Cable Channel 4 was useful Nearfy 60%, 59.3%, of respondents felt there was an
adequate amount of access programming on the channel 29.7% wanted to see more
programming and only 11% wanted to see less.
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Access viewers were conpared to non access viewers and then satisfection with
the local cable television provider. There were no significant differences between these
two groups and their satisfection levels.
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CHAPTERS

CONCLUSIONS

This study eplored awareness and viewershp of the local cable access channel
viewer sources o f information leading to access viewership, satisfection with local cable
access, and demographics. The study also incorporated variables assessing the
repondents’ degree o f local community involvement and made linkages to Rogers’
(1995) Diffusion o f Innovation Theory, including the theory’s four critical elements;
innovation, communication between individuals, the social tystem, and its impact over
time. It also explored the study’s implications for further research.
Cable Access Viewers
(Questions in the survqr that were designed to determine community involvement
belied from a profile of the access viewers \^ k>were watching the channeL These access
viewers responses suggest they were more likely to vote and engage in local politics, vdiile
non-access viewers were not likefy to vote or be involved in politics. The results also
showed that viewers paid closer attention to local current events, but there were no
differences between viewers and non-viewers vdien asked if they paid attention to local
events via local television news or newspspers. Neither of these groips viewed these
28
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media as important sources for information about their community or a means to discover
information about local governmental meetings. This demonstrates that these access
viewers vdx) pay attention to local government and public afifeirs programming view this
form of cable television as an inportant source for monitoring local government affevs.
Demographics
Demographic findings were useful in predicting local cable access viewership.
Those individuals in the current study who showed some commitment to the community
tended to be cable access viewers. Respondents Wm said they would move from the Las
Vegas area after living here brieffy were least likefy to be access viewers. These
reqwndents Wio were not planning to live in Las Vegas on a long-term basis had little
interest in community issues that would affect long-term residents. There were some
access viewers in the current study who indicated they might move from the areas within a
few years. They may have found cable access television usefril in learning about the
community and as a means to he^ them determine if they want to remain in the area.
Unique to this study is the level of population growth in the Las Vegas, Clark County
market that has not been recentfy seen anywhere else in the United States. The population
growth has brought new residents and potential viewers to the area. The demogr^hic
results allowed an opportunity to explore whether length o f residence in the community
influenced viewershp of cable access.
The current study found no differences between new residents and long-time
resklents and their decision to view cable access programming. This outcome suggests
that other fectors may influence whether an indivMual seeks out and views cable access
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programming. There is a need for future research to examine Miether Las Vegas
residents’ lifestyle fectors influence their decision to seek out cable access television in this
unkiue 24-hour city vdiere gaming drives the local and state economy. Gaming is the
bread and butter o f many residents Wm work in the city’s hotels and casinos. These
casinos and hotels can be compared to the fectories in other communities where industry is
a large part of the community and the econonty. Many o f the new jobs in Las Vegas are in
the gaming industry and tend to attract working-class people who are often transient.
The local cable access channel’s programming is dominated by government
programming including county and city meetings and other publk affeirs programs. This
eaplains wlty a majority o f the repondents in the current study indicated that they
watched this kind of programming most often.
Inplications for Cable Operators
Despite the cable television industry’s preference to commercial programming,
cable tystem operators should consider promoting non-commercial access television
because o f hs product difference to traditional cable programming and to satisfy fianchiser
demands. Operators should recognize cable access programming’s uniqueness as a service
not readify available through other media and that it could he valuable in marketing overall
programming.
Results from the current study point out the future need for channel operators and
programmers to develop on-air and external program promotion. Although most access
budgets are limited and used primarily for equipment and personnel, the results revealed
that there is an audience for government and public affeirs programming that would
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benefit from greater programming promotion. Results indicate that access viewers and
non-vkwers do not use typical programming schedules found in the local newspaper or
televkkn guides. Respondents prefer the on-air viewing gukk or channel surfing v^ien
deciding Wiat to watch on television. Therefore, on-air program promotion would be the
most effective way to reach cabk access viewers.
Programs on the cabk access channel could be promoted electronically in varkus
ways. First, an agreement could be made with the local cable provider to include individual
cabk access programs in cabk’s current on-air programma^ guide or offer the cabk
access channel scheduk separatefy at a certain time every day or week. Secondfy,
providers could help promote cabk access programming with appropriate announcements
or banners on the viewing gukk.
Based on funding, external program promotion could include perkdk public
service announcements on regular cabk channels informing viewers Wiere to vkw local
governmental meetings and Miere to tune-in to publk affairs programming. Peopk who
have just moved to Las Vegas could be made aware o f the cabk access channel when they
register their vehick at the Nevada Department of Motor Vehicles or when they register
to vote. Cabk providers could inform new and established cabk subscribers about cabk
access programming by iiKluding information in their monthfy statements.
Diffeskn o f Innovation Theory
In relation to the difiusion ofirmovatkn theory, cabk access television viewers in
the current study followed Rogers’ key elements of the theory and the five stages of the
adoption process. These are awareness, interest, evaluation, trial and adoption
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(Rogers, 1995). Individuals within a social system fit into one of the five adopter
cat%ories including: innovators; earfy adopters; earfy majority; late m ^rity ; and
laggards. More than one third, 36.2%, o f the respondents are cable access television
viewers. They are the earfy adopters vdx) adopted the innovation o f cable access in Las
Vegas as a valuable community resource. This groiq) of access viewers may have become
interested in the medium and communicated the idea fit>m one individual to another
possibly within their social circle at various meeting and community events. Once they
became aware of cable access, they evaluated it, tried it and then adopted ft. Adoptkn of
cabk access over time was not examined in this study and could be examined in future
studies. A survey group of individuals could be introduced to cabk access television and
be monftoied fiom introduction through the adoption process over a period o f months.
This may provide further information regarding i^fao is watching and the process of
adoption over time.
The non-vkwers stalled in the adoptkn process and did not make into any of the
adopter categories. For these non-viewers, the idea of cabk access television was made
available to them regardless of their acceptance. Cabk access tekvision is availabk to
both groups, but ft is an individual choice to watch.
In previous research on the diffiiskn o f innovation theory, Paixiey and Yadama
(1992) discovered that cultural compatibility and relative advantage are major fectors for
adoption of a new technology in their study o f Nepal residents and new improved
cookstove. Unlike Darky and Beniger’s (1981) energy study, there is no “house doctor”
for cabk access tekviskiL There is no one assigned to show the general pubhc how to
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discover cable access television and become regukr viewers. In the energy stucfy, a house
doctor was used to he^ the general puMk install energy-saving devices in their homes
since installation was seen as a barrier to energy conservation.
Unawareness is a barrier in this study of cable access television. In order to raise
awareness and attract more viewers, programs on the cable access channels should be
announced on a television viewing schedule and the programming content be geared
toward attracting new viewers. Current public access needs to eqyand to accommodate
the 24-hour nature of the city to allow viewers at all hours. Cable access television as an
innovation must offer advantages to the general public to hire them in as viewers. Lifestyle
fectors unique to the Las Vegas market could also be barriers to adoption and should be
examined closer in feature studies.
Cable access television benefits not only those who watch it, but an entire
community can be strengthened by its existence. Cable access programming raises
awareness among community viewers who turn to access for local information such as
county and city council meetings. The entire community benefits by having concerned and
informed citizens who are empowered to vote in local elections and provoke change to
inqirove their community. Cable operators benefit by providing the space and, in turn,
drawing more cable viewers.
Further Research
Further research on the audience for cable access programma^ is warranted.
Previous research is dated finm the 1970s and 1980s at a time wdien the cable industry
was establishing itself in the television mdustry and little research has been done on the
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1990s cable access audience. Previous studies are hampered by the limited scope of
technology at the time which may have limited the numbers of people who had cabk.
New and continualfy changing technology requires new studies on audknces and
programming content. This study provules an iqxiated survey on the cabk access tekvison
audience. It also eiqilores the resources that are availabk to assist audiences decide what
to watch. Respondents preferred just turning on the televiskn set and seeing what’s on, or
relying on their knowledge of the programming scheduk.
The results suggest that more information is needed on access television audiences,
especialfy regarding economic differences given the diversity of the Las Vegas community
and the transient nature. A measure o f the community’s appreciation or lack of
appreciation for culture, such as ballet, tymphony and other events could be explored
further to determine whether cabk access viewers attend these events or would like to see
them aired on cabk access programming. There is also a need to further examine how
degrees of community involvement, commitment, and age he^ predict viewershp of
governmental access programming including, county commission and city council
meetings. Variabks should be developed in a future stucty to measure an individual’s
vkwing habits of public and educational access programming and their degree of
involvement in the community, government and education.
In preparation for the 21" century, the tekvision industry is revkwing its
programming decisions as franchises agreements e)q)ire, are renegotiated and cabk access
defines its rok in cabk tekvision’s increasingfy con^iethive maricetplace. Localized
programming on PEG access channels could be an asset to market segments wanting to
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buy video services with a commitment to their community. Due to the diversity of PEG
access channels, more information is needed about access audiences. The results o f further
research on cable access audiences can provide wortlty information for munknpalkies and
their renegotiations with cable providers, offer a better understanding o f community cable
access and provide support for future maintenance o f access or expansion possibilities in
the current conqietitive climate.
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DATE:
TO:
FROM:
RE:

November 17, 1998
Dr. Paul Traudt (CS-5007)
KÎecuanette Lynn Green Davies (CS-5007)
Dr. William E. Schulze, Director
Office of Sponsored Programs (X1357)
Status of Humem Subject Protocol Entitled:
"Cable Access Television and the Las Vegas
Community: a Study of Clark County Viewers'
OSP #381fll98-144e

The protocol for the project referenced above has been
reviewed by the Office of Sponsored Programs and it has been
determined that it meets the criteria for exemption from
full review by the DNLV human subjects Institutional Review
Board. This protocol is approved for a period of one year
from the date of this notification eind work on the project
may proceed.
Should the use of human subjects described in this protocol
continue beyond a year from the date of this notification,
it will be necessary to request an extension.
If you have any questions regarding this information, please
contact Marsha Green in the Office of Sponsored Programs at
895-1357.

cc:

OSP File

Office of Sponsored Programs
4505 Maryland Parkway • Box 451037 • Las Vegas. Nevada 89154-1037
(702) 895-1357 • FAX (702) 895-4242
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Clark County Access Television Audience Survey —Summer 1997
-Hella injr name IS______________ I’m
a gndnaie student m iJie Hank Cnenspun School oTComnninicauon at UNLV We'ic
onndnenng a telephone survey about lelcvmon viewmg. Please be assmeit that 1am n « asking for a oonmbuooa The survey will
only take five or so mmuies. Your opmions are valuable and will be taken sencush Would you be willmg to paxoapaie"’'
Y (cooiltwr. complete PHONE# and CALLER# items below and on last page i^pon mmplnum of survey)
N (politely thank respondent and terminate interview)
SURVEY#________ CALLER#
CODER#
“Am Itattang to scmeone at least etgfateen years ofagem the hnitvrhnldT (If not. ask if there’s someone cnrrently at borne
who’s IS or older. Then, repeat introductory script).
(AddMoeal information, if necessary as any time dnrmg interview). "Thispttgectisdtreetedby Dr. Pauli. TtandL Associate
Pmfrm i in th^ HmIt
n f rnrntmmtr^nrm af tiMi V YouT telcpboiie otimfaer was imdomly gettciated. 8nd VOtt
■ r ill «W M ÎM « n«M»y m n .. c TVr T m » « t « M y h i»
c tin n lH y n n l e q n i i ip a n y
m fw w w M iw n ~ (Provide O ffic C telephone
onmbei only if directly rrqucitcd to do so —895-3647) (Callers. Note! This snrvey instrument has heen precoded wherever
poaelhic hîanyofthe answers hdndennmhers in the answer categories. At no dme are you to ever read these numhe n to
t’s answer to a particular answer hy circling the number corresponding to that

L hfftJwwrrftwilffim

1. Ok. beie’s the first tpiesoaiL How many working T V. sets are iheie in your household?
______ (enter onmber.lf’V , thank respondent and hang op. Do not count this survey as completed)

I

2. Do yon have cable lelevisian?

Y

IfY ea." Do you get cable firom Prime Cable?

2

N (If “Nb." oonumie to Section OL. TV Information)
1

Y ( I f ’Ves.” oomitine to Sec. H. TV Informatiou)

If "No." Who does provide your cable service? (mark all that apply)
_01_Blnebsrd _02_W ander _ 0 3 _ O a rk Cableviston
06 SupeiChanrieis

07 MMDS

08 DBS

_04_Faleon

_05_W anTV

09 " ihn«gbtheapammeniyi™iriimg/f«n:pimr ~

Other_______________________________________ _________________________________________
3. Generally, would you rate your tekvisiun provider as excellent, good. 6ir. or poor?
_4_Exodlem

3 _ (k o d

_ 2 _ F a ir

l_Poor

ILTVlnfonnatioD
Now I’m gamg to reodahst ofsoutccs that you might use wbm deciding what to watch COTV Ycusmtply tell me whether you always,
snmrtimrs. lately, arnevcr use these sources. Now. would you ssy that you use... (laad each scale item with each disMasisa) ...always,
scmeumes. lately, never?
SomeAlways ipBH
Rsrdv Never
3. ...a weekly guide fiom a Sunday paper?
(4 )
(
)
(2 )
(I)
4.

...a lisungfinm a local newspaper?

(4 )

(

)

(2 )

( 1)

5.

...weekly issues of TVGsidrmsgamte?

(4 )

(

)

(2 )

( 1)

6.

..luumg to a viewmg guide COone ofyoor TV ehsnnels? (Prime Channel 34)

(4 )

(

)

(2 )

(I)

7

...junttmungcu the idevixicn set and seeing whst’scu?

(4 )

(

)

(2 )

( 1)

8

...the uMothly guide fiom the cable oomparry?(axk...cvcaifthey have cable)

(4 )

(

)

(2 )

( 1)

9.

.. .you deuT use any kind of guide. ..youjust ktmw what’s cu?

(4 )

(

)

(2 )

( 1)

(4 )

(

)

(2 )

( 1)

10. ...fiiendscr&mily?
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HL Prime Cahle p iannel 4 ViewcrihiD
II. Do you remember ever watdiiiigptograius or programming on Prime Cable Channel 4. the GovenuneniAcceg and UNLVTV
Channel? 1 Y If "Yes." Can younaiDe or describe any shows that you've seen on this channel? (List up to tbice
verbatim, then go to next seetwu)

_ 2 _ N If "No." or "I don’t watch Channel 4." or etc.. then slop to Sectian V. Community InvolvemcnL
_ 2 _ I f "Remember. I told you earlier. I don’t get Prime!", or etc.. skip to Sectmn V. duunnnlty Involvement.
3 _ I f “I tton’t tetnetnber.. ." or “Hah?," or “Don’t Know." or “What’s Channel 4T or etc.. ihm, “Well, Channel 4. the
Govenmiem Access and UNLV TV Channel canies C-Span2. local govemmem. and imiveisiiy access programming. Now.
do you remember ever watching Channel 4?
1 Y _2__N If “No." skip to Section V. Oimmtinlty Invohrement
If “Yes." Can you nanK or describe any shows that you’ve seen on this channel? (List up to three veibatim, then go to next
section)

Z

1.______

3.

IV. PtbueCahleChMiiMrid-PrograninrtrrwPrwfrrHige»
Now I’m going to nant tn ynn a «hmt liq rtf «pecifir pmgraniv timt liave apjygirBtt iwi Cliannrf 4. I WOUld like for you tO tell me
whether you always, sometiines. rarely, or never watch these programs: Now. do you watch... (read each scale item after rcaiisiig
each program title) ...always.
rarely, or never?
SomeAlways tunes Rarely Never
12. Board of dark Cnmuy CnnnnivnmneK Mmwingc?
(4 )
(3 )
C2 ) ( 1 )
13. CiqrCotmcil of Las Vegas Meetings?

(4 )

(3 )

(2 )

( 1)

14. Arqr news magazine shows from local governmerd?

(4 )

(3 )

(2 )

( 1)

15. The live, call-in show “Town Hair with Mqmr Jan fones?

(4 )

(3 )

(2 )

{ 1)

16. Shows about hfoCarran Airport?

(4 )

(3 )

(2 )

( 1)

17. Shows produced by UNLV?

(4 )

(3 )

(2 )

( I)

18. “Homework Hotline" horn the Clark Couruy School District?

( 4 )

(3 )

( 2 )

( 1)

19. O kay D o you fepi that th it Irinri n f In ral p m g i jiiiin in g

_ I_ Y

fr m m î n n

Priitw- r h a tn w l

4.

ic nvmAil?

_2_N

20. Would you like to see more, less, or about the same amount of this kind of programming?
3 More

2 About the same

I Less
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y . Commmûtv Involvemeol
Now r d like to ask you some questions about yonr panicipation in vahoos conumiiiiiy events and activities. The same set of
answers you’ve used in the past are used here Would you say that you always, sometimes, rarely, or never.... (read each scale item
after reading each dimension)
SomeAlwavs times Rarely Never
21. ...vote in local eiections?
( 4 ) (3 )
( 2 ) ( 1 )
22. ...get involved in local politics?

(4 )

(3 )

(2 )

(1 )

23. ...keep up with durent everus about yonr conummity?

(4 )

(3 )

(2 )

(I)

24. ...vohmteer for activities in your comnuuiiqr?

(4 )

(3 )

(2 )

(1 )

23. ...pay attention to local television news stones about your conummity?

(4 )

(3 )

(2 )

(I)

26. ...read articles in the newspaper dealing with your oomnmniQr’s issues?

(4 )

(3 )

(2 )

(1 )

VL Demoaranliics Finally. I’d like to get some information about you.
27. I’m going to read some age categories and you simply tell me when I’ve reached the category for your age:
_ l_ I 8 - 2 4

_ 2 _ 2 5 -3 4

_ 3 _ 3 5 -4 9

_4_5054

28. Sex (Don’t Ask. just check off appropriate box) __ 1_ Female
29. How many years have you lived in Clark Couitty?

_ 3 _ 3 3 p lu s

_ 2 _ Male
Years

Months (if less than 1 year)

30. Is it likely, somewhat likely, or not very likely that you will move out of the Las V ^as area within the next one to two years?
3 likely
31. Do you

2 somewhat likely

I

not very likely

l_ow n. or _ 2 _ r e m your current residence?

32. Do you live in a

1 house.

2 apartmem or condominium.

3 mobile home, or

8

other tvoe of housing?

33. Now I’m going to read some education categories and you simply tell me when I’ve reached the category for the highest level of
education you have completed. Have you;
l_completed some high school or less _2_com pleted high school
3_oompleted vocational or technical school

_4_oompleted some college

5 completed college _6_completed some graduate school

_7_oompleted graduate school
Thank you very much for cooperating with onrsarvqr. Goodbye!
PHONE#

—_______________ (enter telephone number for each completed mrvey)
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